
(Re)discover this famous page of Walloon history, straight on

the battlefield which witnessed the battle on June 18th, 1815.

More than a museum, this is a multi-sensorial, immersive

experience. Come with friends and family and learn more about

this event, a turning point in the history of Europe.

The Domaine de la Bataille de Waterloooffer a fascinating

interactive trail, its special effects offering a real journey through

time. The experience includes a 4D movie. Everything will be

revealed: the historical context, the unrolling of the events and the

consequences of the battle...

Bring your earphones and smartphone along: the museum's app

will make your visit aazingly interactive and immersive. It also

gives you access to a wealth of information in 5 languages (more

coming soon). Simply scan the QR codes as you visit the museum.

Route Du Lion 1815

Braine-l'alleud - 1420

Phone number (main contact): +32

2 385 19 12

http://waterloo1815.be
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 The museum of the Domaine de la Bataille de

Waterloo

WBT - J.P. Remy

An interactive trail

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/produit/attractions/activites/monument/lions-hamlet-visitors-centre-and-waterloo-battlefield/9245


The Mémorial du Domaine de la bataille de Waterloo features:

a 33m² scale model of the battle with over 10 000 characters

70 mannequins in uniform

Gérard Corbiau's 4D movie

Continue your visit to see the Panorama.

 

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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